


What is your vision?
A shared exploration of the role of the arts 

in a white anti-racist practice.



Introductions…

Who am I?

Kristy Lovich, Artist/Cultural Worker

Preferred pronoun: she/her

I am an L.A. based artist, writer, and cultural-worker oriented toward social and environmental justice. Currently, I am 

making art from a studio in my kitchen, raising a small human being, treading water as a wage earner in the non-profit 

industrial complex, and pursuing an MFA at UC Irvine. My practice is omnidirectional and inquiry based by nature and my 

intentions are set on building new forms of knowledge that explore relationships between architecture, place, language, and 

communication. I am concerned with the origins of the social and physical landscape of Los Angeles, the city’s perpetually 

transitioning environment, and negotiations of identity and belonging as they are bonded to the inheritances of colonialism 

in the American West. Emerging from this are questions about memory and perception, empathy and solidarity, intimacy 

and the sacred, and the role of spatial circumstances as both the architect and projected architecture of individual and 

social-political consciousness. I hope that my work contributes to our collective survival by creating opportunities to know 

one another and our world deeply, sincerely, and with radical compassion. 

Contact: kristy.lovich@gmail.com | www.klovich.com

mailto:kristy.lovich@gmail.com
http://www.klovich.com/


James Baldwin – “The Artist’s Struggle for Integrity” 

(excerpt from a talk given at the Community Church, 1963)

[Insert quote] – lighten the darkness



Getting started…
Who are you?

What is your preferred name?

What is your preferred pronoun?

Checking into the space: 

What is your experience and interest in the arts? 



OUR GUIDING QUESTIONS

What role does art and art-making play within social movements?

…within movements for racial justice?

…in terms of creating a white anti-racist identity?

…toward the dismantling of white supremacy and achieving collective liberation?

…when it is conceived of and created by white people?

Let’s tease out some of these problems…



artWORKS

THATwork

TOWARD

…building, shaping,
clarifying
VOCABULARY,
constructing new
knowledge.

…social
CRITIQUE,
agitation, to
illuminate the
social problem.

…direct ACTION,

disruption,and
infiltration.

…HEALING,

forming solidarity,
community,
relationships, and
reconciliation to
generate power.

SOME STARTING POINTS



ostranenie or to defamiliarize the familiar…

The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived and 

not as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects 'unfamiliar', to 

make forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception because 

the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. Art 

is a way of experiencing the artfulness of an object; the object is not important.

— Viktor Shklovsky, "Art as Technique", 12



Patrisse Cullors, “Rise of the Dandelions”



The Yes Men strike again. Impersonating a Dow Chemical spokesman on 

BBC, "Jude Finisterra" promises a huge compensation for the thousands 

of victims of the Bhopal disaster in which Dow Chemical's subsidiary 

Union Carbide India was responsible for in 1984.



Adrian Piper, My Calling 

(Card) #1 (1986–1990)



ACT-UP [Aids Coalition to Unleash Power] “In 1987, six gay activists in New York formed the Silence = Death Project 

and began plastering posters around the city featuring a pink triangle on a black background stating simply ‘SILENCE 

= DEATH.’ In its manifesto, the Silence = Death Project drew parallels between the Nazi period and the AIDS crisis, 

declaring that ‘silence about the oppression and annihilation of gay people, then and now, must be broken as a matter of 

our survival.’ The slogan thus protested both taboos around discussion of safer sex and the unwillingness of some to resist 

societal injustice and governmental indifference. The six men who created the project later joined the protest group ACT 

UP and offered the logo to the group, with which it remains closely identified.” 

http://www.actupny.org/reports/silencedeath.html

http://www.actupny.org/reports/silencedeath.html


Whats next?

Lets spend some time using drawing, writing, text, and image 

selection, placement, assemblage, and arrangement as a form of 

talking, mapping, and thinking in order to build…

a collection of possibilities.


